Creating a student account for Typing Pal

Step 1, click on this link:  
https://skps2879.typingpal.com/

Step 2, click on Log in with Google (see screen cap to the right)

Step 3, login with student South Kingstown Student Google account information (see screen cap to the right)

Step 4, when setting up an account, replying “No” is the correct choice (see screen cap to the right).

*If a student has already set up an account, then the student should already be logged into Typing Pal after Step 3.*
Step 4, enter the information as seen in the screen capture below:

a. Student First Name  
b. Student Last Name  
c. Student SK email address  
d. Sign Up Code, enter **TPOSKP**  
e. Teacher Name, selected from a drop down menu  
f. Group, same as the teacher selected, where it is first letter of first name and last name  
g. The Avatar is optional